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	Content marketing generates over three times as many leads as outbound marketing and costs 62 less Outbound marketing is flyers tv ads radio spots billboards pop up ads promotional messages that try to tell consumers how great a brand product or service is These ads are disseminated to consumers whether they want to see them or not These ads are pushy and intrusive Content marketing is valuable informative and allows the visitor the choice to consume the content Populating websites with blog content is how you end up with 434 more search engineindexed pages than other business sites that dont publish content The result of content creation you have lots of little pathways sprinkled over the internet that leads back to your site The more content you create around topics relevant to your audience the better your chances of boosting traffic from search and seizing conversions Source TechClient Content marketing has both lower upfront costs and deeper longterm benefits than paid search marketing More than 615 million devices now have adblocking software according to PageFair 2017 Global Adblock Report This is because people feel the need to take shelter from the 5000adsperday tidal wave According to CBS this is the average number of ads exposed to a person in a single day in 2007 Informative website copy will be valuable to visitors isnt intrusive and aims to be helpful rather than merely promotional Small businesses experience a 165 lead growth a much more significant increase than that of nonblogging businesses which experience a 73 lead growth Since a whopping 77 of internet users read biogs businesses with blog pages on their website see more lead growth HubSpot 49 of 18 to 49yearold people get their news and information online A 2016 Pew Research Centre study revealed that people have turned away from 1V as the primary source of news and information and have now moved to the internet Web pages biogs and social media  these places are where people want to get informed These channels also happen to be where content marketing is at its prime: 
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	Website Copy As content writers we want to spend the time to understand you and your audience Our pages are written with persuasion and value in mind From an SEO point of view we will increase the flow of prospects from Google by incorporating keywords Content Optimisation If you have a website but need to boost traffic we go in and improve what you already have We mend broken links find and fix thin content and where necessary add creativity or individuality Backlinks and Outreach Content We write the kind of content that will make other sites want to link to you How BKIDDO is about taking the time to write amazing content geared toward people instead of machines  and this will improve your SEO We encourage organic links to your website by writing original material and then promoting it Not to mention backlinks will make you an authority in your industry Landing pages copy  Competitions Copy  Terms and Conditions If you have a competition then you need to promote it on a landing page Your competition needs other than a killer prize exciting copy copy that greets your visitors has them envisage themselves winning and of course jumping in to participate What we want to create out of your landing page is one that generates word of mouth referrals increases brand awareness and gets shared online like crazy Lets get started Gathering Client Testimonials To quell scepticism and prove the value in your business why not let your satisfied customers do the talking A testimonial page serves as a platform to show off how others have benefited from your product or service making it a powerful tool for establishing trust and encouraging potential buyers to take action HubSpot We help you determine who your happy customers are collect testimoni als and make it exciting and engaging: 
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